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Abstract: This paper presents the results of the characterisation, identification, provenance determina-

tion, and quantification of the white, greco scritto-like and polychrome marbles used for architectural

purposes at Forum Sempronii, a Roman town in the Marche region of Italy. Samples of five fragments

of white marble and one fragment of a greco scritto-like marble have been studied using mineralog-

ical and petrographic observations and stable isotope ratio analysis (SIRA) of carbon and oxygen.

Polychrome marbles were macroscopically identified by comparison with reference samples and

available image databases. Analytical results of the white and greco scritto-like marbles identified the

material as coming from the quarries of Carrara (Luni, Italy) and Proconnesos (Marmara, Saraylar,

Turkey) for white marble, and of Ephesos-Hasançavuslar for greco scritto-like marble. Further, at least

eleven imported polychrome stone varieties were distinguished. The study clearly illustrates that

Forum Sempronii had access to the main marble trade networks of the Roman Mediterranean. The

early attestation of Proconnesian marble at the town’s augusteum (i.e., Augustan date) is unique for

central Adriatic Italy.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents the results of the characterisation, identification, provenance
determination, and quantification of the white, greco scritto-like and polychrome marbles
used at Forum Sempronii, a medium-sized Roman town located along the Metauro river,
about 2 km east of the modern town Fossombrone (Marche region, Italy) (Figure 1). The
study is part of a project that examines the import and use of decorative stones in the wider
region of central Adriatic Italy in Roman times (published marble provenance studies for
central Adriatic Italy are [1–12]). Because very few stone resources of sufficient quality
for decorative purposes are geologically present in the region, almost all high-quality
decorative stones had to be imported. Sourcing the geological origins of marble artefacts
used in the region can therefore contribute to the knowledge of ancient trade connections
and the integration of central Adriatic Italy in the wider Roman economy.

The town of Forum Sempronii was established in the late 2nd century CE, probably
between 132 BCE and 126 BCE, along the course of the via Flaminia, the consular road that
connected Rome with the Adriatic coast and later with Northern Italy and the Danubian
provinces (Figure 1) [13]. In consequence of the reorganisation of the ager Picenus and
ager Gallicus by the Romans, the town received the status of municipium at the latest in
49 BCE [14]. Extensive building activity has been documented between the 1st and early
3rd century CE, followed by reduced infrastructural investments because of regional unrest
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caused by Alemannic, Juthungic, and Visigothic invasions in the later 3rd and 4th century
CE [13]. In Late Antiquity, the town became a bishop seat with an important Christian
community [14,15]. The site was finally abandoned in favour of the nearby medieval
town of Fossombrone during the 5th–6th century CE probably as a consequence of the
Greek-Gothic invasions of 535–553 CE [13,14,16].

 

Figure 1. Location of Forum Sempronii in relation to the road network and other urban centres in

central Adriatic Italy in the Roman Imperial period.

In its heydays, Forum Sempronii occupied an urban area of c. 25 ha that was organised
along a regular orthogonal street grid with the via Flaminia as its main axis [17,18]. Excava-
tions in the 16th to 19th century CE and systematic research (including excavations, aerial
photography, and geophysical survey) carried out since 1974 by the Università degli Studi
di Urbino Carlo Bo have revealed large sections of the town layout. Apart from the town’s
street grid, identified structures include the forum square with three temples, an augus-
teum, two bath complexes, several richly decorated elite houses, commercial buildings, an
amphitheatre, and parts of the town’s circuit wall [15,16,19–21].

For this study, the white, greco scritto-like and polychrome marbles of the augusteum,
the Small Baths (terme piccole), and a small marble depot were examined. The results of
this study are discussed together with those of a previous provenance study of the town’s
marble relief and statuary collection [3,4]. The sumptuously decorated augusteum, which
probably functioned as an administrative building as well as a temple for the imperial cult,
is located in the town centre on the eastern side of the forum square, along the via Flaminia.
The building occupies an area of 216 m2 (c. 12 × 18 m) and consists of three aisles, with an
apsis on the western end of the central aisle, and a porch with columns and pilasters [22].
The masonry technique applied and recovered relief fragments and inscriptions place the
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construction of the temple and (at least part of) its marble decoration in the Augustan
period [21]. The Small Baths occupied a town block in the southern part of the town. The
total area of the building is estimated at 1200 m2 (c. 43 × 30 m). Based on the masonry
techniques applied and the recovered materials, the complex’s construction is dated to the
first half of the 1st century CE. The complex was extensively modified and reorganised
between the 2nd and 3rd century CE, when it was transformed into an elite residence, but
maintained part of its bathing function. Minor interventions were carried out in the 3rd
and 4th centuries CE, and the building was finally abandoned in the 5th century CE [23].
The third structure is a rectangular room that operated as a storage depot for marble veneer
panels. The depot was part of a series of simple commercial units (shops and storage rooms)
connected to the so-called House of Aesclepius, an elite house decorated with mosaics
that opened onto the first decumanus south of the via Flaminia. The house and connected
commercial units date to the 3rd century CE [24].

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the typological and lithological characteristics of all marble elements
from the augusteum, the Small Baths, and a small marble depot were analyzed. Six
marble fragments of architectural elements have been analysed in terms of composi-
tion and provenance, including five fragments of white marble and one fragment of a
greco scritto-like marble (Table 1). The samples were selected to encompass the full range
of white marble varieties found at the site based on macro- and mesoscopic properties,
i.e., structure, average crystal size, colour patterning, and translucency.

Table 1. White and greco scritto-like marble architectural elements sampled and analysed from

Forum Sempronii.

ID Origin Marble Type Description Chronology

FOS001 marble depot greco scritto-like veneer not earlier than 3rd century CE
FOS003 augusteum white veneer 1st century CE (Augustan)
FOS004 augusteum white veneer 1st century CE (Augustan)
FOS005 marble depot white veneer not earlier than 3rd century CE
FOS006 marble depot white veneer not earlier than 3rd century CE
FOS007 marble depot white cornice not earlier than 3rd century CE

A multi-technique approach, including mineralogical and petrographic observation in
thin sections, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), and stable isotope ratio analysis (SIRA)
of carbon and oxygen, was used to examine the samples. The main petrographic fea-
tures, including fabric, microstructure, maximum grain size of carbonate crystals [25],
calcite/dolomite boundary shapes, and the presence and relative abundance of accessory
minerals, were determined using a Leitz DM RXP polarizing microscope. The presence
and relative abundance of dolomite were evaluated through powder X-ray diffraction
using a PANalytical Empyrean X-ray powder diffractometer–Cu-Kα radiation operating
at 40 kV and 40 mA. Carbon and oxygen isotopic ratios were determined via a Gasbench
II preparation line connected online to a ThermoFinnigan Five Plus mass spectrometer in
a continuous flow mode according to the procedure outlined by [26]. Carbonate powder
was reacted with 100% phosphoric acid at 70 ◦C. The isotopic values are expressed as delta
notation (δ13C and δ

18O) per mille relative to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) [27]. The
reproducibility of the measures was verified through replicate analyses of laboratory stan-
dards calibrated to NBS19 [28] and LSVEC [29] and was found to be better than ±0.07‰
for δ13C and ±0.04‰ for δ18O.

Mineralogical, petrographic, and isotopic data were compared with those of the latest
databases compiled for the principal Mediterranean white and greco scritto-like marbles to
determine the most likely provenance. [30–40].

Polychrome marbles were macroscopically identified by comparison with reference
samples and available image databases [41–43]. The term ‘polychrome marble’ is used
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in this study to refer to any rock that can be polished and used for decorative purposes,
i.e., in a similar meaning as the Latin term ‘marmor’. As such, the term also includes
limestones, porphyries, granites, breccias, and alabasters. The names for the polychrome
marbles are based on the Italian names given to the stones in the 18th century CE by Italian
stonecutters [42].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Archaeometric Data

Detailed descriptions of the mineralogical-petrographic characterisation, stable iso-
topic results, and provenance results of the white and greco scritto-like architectural marble
samples are reported in Table 2. A comparison of the analytical data of the Forum Sempronii
samples with those of the principal Mediterranean marbles is given in Figures 2 and 3.
Based on the archaeometric observations, two varieties can be distinguished among the
architectural white marbles: group 1 with FOS003, FOS006, and FOS007, and group 2 with
FOS004 and FOS005, respectively, with a suggested provenance of Carrara (Luni, Italy)
and Proconnesos (Marmara, Saraylar, Turkey). The samples provenanced to Carrara show
a homeoblastic to homeoblastic/heteroblastic microstructure, mosaic or polygonal fabric
with triple junctions, and mainly straight to curved calcite crystal boundary shapes. The
samples have a maximum grain size between 0.56 and 1.05 mm (Figure 4). Calcite is the
main carbonate phase; no traces of dolomite were detected by PXRD analysis. Accessory
phases are limited to traces of graphite, pyrite, and hematite for FOS006. Stable isotope
values range from −1.53‰ to −1.80‰ for δ18O and from 2.03‰ to 2.21‰ for δ13C.

an ±0.07‰ for δ C and ±0.04‰ for δ

for FOS006. Stable isotope values range from −1.53‰ to −1.80‰ for δ
2.03‰ to 2.21‰ for δ

 

Ephesos−Hasançavuslar, SPL: archaeological sample). Quarr

Figure 2. Box plots of maximum grain size (in mm) for the main Mediterranean marble quar-

ries and architectural white marble samples from Forum Sempronii. (A). White marbles (APH:

Aphrodisias, CAR: Carrara, DOK: Dokimeion, GOK: Göktepe, HYM: Hymettos, NAX: Naxos,

PAR-1: Paros-1, PAR-2(3): Paros-2(3), PEN: Pentelikon, PRO: Proconnesos, THA-1(2): Thasos-1(2),

THA-3: Thasos-3, SPL: archaeological samples); (B). Greco scritto-like marbles (CDG: Cap de Garde,

EPH-H: Ephesos−Hasançavuslar, SPL: archaeological sample). Quarry data from [30–32,34,37–39].

The two Proconnesos samples show a heteroblastic microstructure, mortar fabric
with strained calcite crystals, showing mainly embayed to sutured boundary shapes. The
maximum grain size is 2.40 and 2.52 mm (Figures 2 and 4). No dolomite was detected,
and accessory minerals are traces of graphite, haematite, and potassic mica. Stable isotope
values are −1.29‰ and 2.67‰ (FOS004) and −2.02‰ and 2.99‰ (FOS005) for δ18O and
δ

13C, respectively.
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Table 2. Mineralogical-petrographic features, isotopic values, and suggested provenance of the

white and greco scritto-like marble artefacts analysed from Forum Sempronii. CBS = crystal bound-

ary shape. MGS = maximum grain size. AGS = average grain size. Mineral abbreviations follow

the recommendations of the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) Commission on New

Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification (CNMNC) [44] (Dol: dolomite, Qz: quarts, Gr: graphite,

Op: opaque minerals, Pmca: potassic mica, Ap: apatite, Pl: plagioclase, Ep: epidote). Ho: homeoblas-

tic, He: heteroblastic. +++: very abundant, ++: abundant, +: present, ±: traces, nd: not detected.

ID Texture Microstructure CBS MGS Dol Qz Gr Op Pmca Ap Pl Ep δ
13C δ

18O
Suggested

Provenance

FOS001 He
mosaic, with

strained crystals,
weakly foliated

embayed ±

sutured
4.30 (AGS
< 1 mm)

±/+ +++
±/+
(Py)

± 3.62 −3.42
Hasançavuslar-

Ephesos

FOS003 Ho
polygonal, with
triple junctions

straight 0.56 nd ± 2.09 −1.80 Carrara (Luni)

FOS004 He
mortar, with

strained crystals
embayed ±

sutured
2.40 nd ±/+

±

(Hem)
2.67 −1.29

Proconnesos,
Marmara
(Saraylar)

FOS005 He
mortar, with

crystals slightly
strained

embayed ±

sutured
2.52 nd ± ± 2.99 −2.02

Proconnesos,
Marmara
(Saraylar)

FOS006 Ho/He mosaic curved 0.88 nd ± +
± (Py,
Hem)

2.21 −1.74 Carrara (Luni)

FOS007 He mosaic curved 1.05 nd ± ± 2.03 −1.53 Carrara (Luni)

The greco scritto-like marble sample (FOS001) displays an MGS of 4.30 mm, with an
average grain size smaller than 1.00 mm. Fabric is heteroblastic, and calcite crystals have
embayed to curved boundaries and form a mosaic microstructure with strained crystals
(Figure 4). PXRD analysis shows calcite as the main carbonate phase, but with traces
of dolomite. Accessory minerals include abundant graphite and traces of epidote and
opaque minerals (pyrite). SIRA analysis recorded 3.62‰ and −3.42‰ for δ13C and δ

18O,
respectively. Oxygen and carbon isotopic ratios for FOS001 fit well with those reported for
the Hasançavuslar quarries exploited in the Ephesos region. Likewise, the mineralogical-
petrographic data recorded are compatible with these observed for some specimens from
the Hasançavuslar quarries. While the high MGS (4.30 mm) of the archaeological sample
does not conform to the MGS range for the Hasançavuslar quarries, the average grain
size of the sample seems not to contradict this origin. To date, detailed mineralogical and
petrographic descriptions of a sufficiently large set of samples of the Hasançavuslar marble
are still unpublished, limiting comparative studies (a paper on this topic is currently in
progress by Fabrizio Antonelli and co-workers involved in the Marmora Asiatica project
directed by Dr. D. Wielgosz-Rondolino; http://marmoraasiatica.uw.edu.pl/, accessed
on 14 January 2023). Based on these properties, a provenance from Epheosos for FOS001
can be suggested. However, a different origin for the Forum Sempronii sample cannot be
completely ruled out.

3.2. Quantification and Contextualisation

A total of 1943 marble pieces have been lithologically and typologically documented,
of which 1913 fragments are part of veneer and 30 of cornices. Lithotypes for veneer
application are grey(ish) (31%), white (25%) and greco scritto-like (18%) marbles, and
limestone (8%) (percentages for veneer are expressed relative to the total weight of all
veneer fragments (538.63 kg)). The remaining 18% are carved from polychrome stones.
Amongst the grey marbles, a grey-white medium-to-coarse-grained variety, probably from
Proconnesos, and a grey fine-grained variety, called bardiglio from the quarries at Carrara, could
be distinguished. By far the most attested polychrome variety is breccia di sciro, followed
by smaller quantities of africano, breccia corallina, cipollino verde, or di pesco, giallo antico,
pavonazzetto, porfido rosso, portasanta, rosso ammonitico, and rosso antico (Figure 5). Cornices
are in white marble (21), rosso antico (4), greco scritto-like marble (2), breccia di sciro (2), and
grey(ish) marble (1).
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≤
Figure 3. Stable isotope diagrams of the marble samples from Forum Sempronii: (A). White fine-

grained marbles (MGS ≤ 2 mm) (CAR: Carrara, DOK: Dokimeion, GOK: Göktepe, HYM: Hymettos,

PAR-1: Paros-1, PEN: Pentelikon); (B). White medium- to coarse-grained marbles (MGS > 2 mm)

(APH: Aphrodisias, NAX: Naxos, PAR-2: Paros-2, PAR-3: Paros-3, PRO-1: Proconnesos-1,

PRO-2: Proconnesos-2, THA-1(2): Thasos−1(2), THA-3: Thasos-3); (C). Greco-scritto-like marbles

(CDG: Cap de Garde, EPH-H: Ephesos-Hasançavuslar). Isotopic fields from [30,31,35].
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New Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification (CNMNC) [44] (Dol: dolomite, Qz: quarts, Gr: 

δ δ

−

 
−

−
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−
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Stable isotope values are −1.29‰ and 2.67‰ (FOS004) and −2.02‰ and 2.99‰ (FOS005) 
for δ O and δ

Figure 4. Photomicrographs under crossed polars of thin sections of the marbles samples analysed:

(A). FOS003, homeoblastic, polygonal microstructure characterized by triple junctions made of calcite

crystals having straight boundary shape (Carrara marble); (B). FOS004 and (C). FOS005, heteroblastic,

mortar fabric with calcite crystals showing (mainly) embayed boundary shapes (Proconnesian marble);

(D). FOS006, homeoblastic microstructure made of a mosaic of calcite crystals with curved and straight

boundary shapes (Carrara marble); (E). FOS007, heteroblastic mosaic fabric displaying calcite crystals

with curved boundaries and some plagioclase individuals (Carrara marble); (F). FOS001, heteroblastic

mosaic microstructure, weakly foliated, made of strained calcite crystals with embayed ± sutured

boundary shapes (greco scritto-like marble from Hasançavuslar).

 

Figure 5. Overview of the polychrome marbles from Forum Sempronii: (A) Africano; (B) Breccia corallina;

(C) Breccia di sciro; (D) Cipollino verde; (E) Fior di pesco; (F) Giallo antico; (G) Greco scritto;

(H) Pavonazzetto; (I) Porfido rosso; (J) Portasanta; (K) Rosso ammonitico; (L) Rosso antico.
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The origin of the polychrome marbles can be traced back to the coast and inland
region of Asia Minor, Greece (mainland and Aegean islands), Numidia (Tunisia), and Egypt
(Figure 6). The only lithotype of regional origin is rosso ammonitico, a red-to-pink nodular
limestone with abundant ammonites and other fossils of Jurassic age that can be traced back
to various deposits in the southern Alps, near Verona [43,45,46], and in the central Adriatic
Apennines, within the Ammonitico Rosso geological formation of the Umbro-Marchigiana
Sedimentary Succession [47,48]. Overall, none of the attested polychrome marbles can be
considered atypical for central Adriatic Italy in the Roman Imperial period. Remarkable
absences are prestigious varieties of granites. For the latter, we should note the presence
of several columns in Troad and Aswan granite currently on display outside the site’s
archaeological museum [4]. Even though the exact archaeological provenance of these is
unknown, they most likely originate from the Roman town of Forum Sempronii.

 

Figure 6. Map showing the provenance of the marbles found at Forum Sempronii: 1. Carrara white

marble and bardiglio; 2. Proconnesian marble; 3. Greco scritto-like marble; 4. Giallo antico; 5. Rosso

ammonitico; 6. Rosso antico; 7. Breccia di sciro; 8. Cipollino verde; 9. Fior di pesco; 10. Portasanta;

11. Africano; 12. Pavonazzetto; 13. Breccia corallina; 14. Porfido rosso.

3.2.1. The Augusteum

By far the most abundant lithotypes from the augusteum are white and grey(ish)
marbles (Figure 7). The results of the archaeometric analysis (samples FOS003 and FOS004)
suggest a provenance of the white marble from Carrara (Luni) and Proconnesos (Marmara,
Saraylar). Polychrome marbles include typical and widespread varieties in the Roman
world and are foremost breccia di sciro and greco scritto. Minor quantities of africano, breccia
corallina, cipollino verde, fior di pesco, giallo antico, pavonazzetto, porfido rosso, portasanta, and
rosso antico were documented as well.
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Figure 7. Bar graph of the marbles used for veneer, expressed as percentage of the total weight:

(A). Augusteum; (B). Small Baths; (C). Marble depot. Marble abbreviations: AFR: africano;

BRC: breccia corallina; BRS: breccia di sciro; CIP: cipollino verde; FDP: fior di pesco; GIA: giallo antico;

GLS: greenish limestone; GRS: greco scritto; GRY: grey marble; PAV: pavonazzetto; POR: porfido rosso;

PTA: portasanta; RAM: rosso ammonitico; ROA: rosso antico; UND: undefined polychrome marble;

WHL: white limestone; WHM: white marble.

These observations are in line with recent excavation reports and seventeenth-century
references that mention the use of a local white limestone pavement for the entrance of the
structure and a pavement consisting of large grey and white marble slabs (c. 60 × 90 cm)
for the main hall [21,49]. These references further mention a polychrome marble floor
for the apsis and polychrome marble plinth (50 cm high) for the walls topped with wall
paintings [21]. While the white and grey marble pavement was found largely intact during
recent excavations, the polychrome marbles were already stripped in the 17th century.
These were partly sold and partly reused in the San Filippo Neri chapel of the Chiesa di
San Filippo in nearby Fossombrone [49]. The marble varieties observed here are africano,
bardiglio, breccia di sciro, giallo antico, pavonazzetto, portasanta, and rosso ammonitico. These
are used at the chapel in combination with presumably post-Roman polychrome marbles,
including rosso e verde di Levanto, breccia medicea, and probably giallo mori and cipollino apuano
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Reused polychrome marble panels in the San Filippo Neri chapel of the Chiesa di San Filippo

in nearby Fossombrone.

Two marble reliefs, one depicting a probatio equitum and one of a dancing girl, are
believed to have decorated the base which was placed in the apsis of the building on top of
which the famous bronze statuette, the so-called Victoria of Kassel was displayed. Both are
dated to the Augustan period based on their stylistic and iconographic characteristics. Ar-
chaeometric analysis identified both reliefs as being carved from material from Carrara [3].
The masonry technique applied, the recovered relief fragments, and two inscriptions place
the construction of the augusteum in the Augustan period [21].

While an Augustan date for the marble application is not impossible, some remarks
must be made here. First, the use of Proconnesian marble in an early imperial context
is quite exceptional for central Adriatic Italy, but also for the wider Italian Peninsula.
While the importance of Proconnesos as a marble supplier for the region has already been
demonstrated elsewhere [12], the example here would be the earliest attested evidence of
its use in central Adriatic Italy but also Italy as a whole. Second, the range of polychrome
marbles in such an early context is extraordinary. This is particularly true for the use of
porfido rosso, even though only present in a single fragment, which becomes widespread
only in the 2nd century CE. It can therefore not be excluded that (part of) the marble
decoration for the augusteum was installed later, perhaps as part of a later renovation of
the building.

3.2.2. The Small Baths

The so-called Small Baths or terme piccole are a monumental complex that was con-
structed in the first half of the 1st century CE and renovated in the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE
when part of the building was converted into an elite residence. As part of the renovation,
marble decoration was applied in several rooms of the complex. A reused inscription in
the marble pavement of one of the rooms provides a terminus post quem for the marble
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decoration of the 2nd century CE [23]. Apart from the addition of marble decoration,
several rooms were adorned in this period with wall paintings and mosaics.

Overall, for the Small Baths, greco scritto was the most used marble, followed at a large
distance by grey and white marble (Figure 7). Further, the relative importance of cipollino
verde is to be noted, especially in reference to its overall occurrence at Forum Sempronii. A
similar observation of the relative importance of cipollino verde in bath complexes is, for
example, also made at the terme di Santa Lucia in the nearby Roman town Sentinum [11].

3.2.3. The Marble Depot

For the marble depot, there is no marble variety that particularly stands out in terms
of volume. Grey, white, and greco scritto-like marbles, as well as white limestone and
breccia di sciro have been documented in similar volumes (Figure 7). Further, we can note a
relatively high quantity of africano, as well as small amounts of polychrome marbles such
as cipollino verde, giallo antico, pavonazzetto, portasanta, rosso ammonitico, and rosso antico.
Remarkably, greco scritto is encountered here mainly in the form of larger, thin panels with
simple moulding decoration along the edges that are part of wall decoration, while white
marble and white limestone are part of thicker panels for flooring (Figure 9).

 

Figure 9. Greco scritto veneer panels with simple moulding decoration from the marble depot.

The archaeometric analysis of the samples from the depot suggests an origin from
Carrara (Luni) (FOS006, FOS007) and Proconnesos (Marmara, Saraylar) (FOS005) for the
white marbles, and Ephesos-Hasançavuslar (FOS001) for the greco scritto-like marble.

The nature of the structure in which these panels were found suggests an identification
as a depot or storage room where marble and limestone panels were stacked after the
dismantlement of another building, probably the nearby Large Baths, the unexcavated
building north of the House of Aesclepius or the House of Aesclepius itself, and before
being sold, reused or recycled.

4. Conclusions

The mineralogical-petrographic and stable isotopic analyses carried out on six samples
of architectural marble from the Roman town of Forum Sempronii (Marche region, Italy)
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identified the material as coming from the quarries of Carrara (Luni, Italy) and Procon-
nesos (Marmara, Saraylar, Turkey) for white marble, and of Ephesos-Hasançavuslar for
greco scritto-like marble. In contrast with the apparent exclusive use of Carrara and Pro-
connesian white marble for architectural use, the marbles identified for statuary and relief
applications are more diverse and include Carrara (Luni, Italy), Pentelikon (Greece), and
Thasos-1 (Cape Vathy, Thasos) [3].

The study of the polychrome marbles further identified an additional eleven lithotypes
(fourteen if one includes the black/white marble from the San Filippo Neri chapel and the
two granites from the columns outside the site’s archaeological museum). Even though
most of these stones have been documented only in small volumes, they clearly illustrate
that Forum Sempronii had access to the main marble trade networks of the Roman Mediter-
ranean, with imports coming from Asia Minor, Greece (mainland and Aegean islands),
North Africa, and Egypt. The only polychrome stone discovered of regional origin is the
so-called rosso ammonitico from the central Adriatic Apennine region or from the Southern
Alps, near Verona, a stone which figures also among the polychrome marbles used at
nearby Roman sites such as Sentinum, Suasa, Urbs Salvia and Urvinum Mataurense [1,3,10,11]

Overall, these observations are in line with those for the wider central Adriatic Italy
and the rest of the Italian Peninsula [12,50]. As for chronology, the results obtained for
architectural, sculptural, and relief materials indicate that imports arrived at Forum Sem-
pronii already as early as the Augustan period, in particular for the decoration of the
augusteum. It should be noted here that the early (i.e., Augustan) use of Proconnesian
marble for architectural purposes and polychrome marbles in the augusteum are unique
for the region.
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